Organometallic complexes of carbon nanotori.
New organometallic complexes of carbon nanotori were designed and theoretically described by means of density functional theory. After a systematic structural search, it was found that energetically favorable complexes were formed by the metal atoms Cr and Ni, both located at the center of a nanotorus with diameter around 5 Å and 120 carbon atoms. The nature of the metal-nanotorus interaction shows a partial polar-covalent character, different from those found in other well-known organometallic compounds. Interactions were studied through molecular orbitals and thermodynamic stability. Ten bonds are set up between the metal atom and nanotorus, confirmed by electron density topology analysis, showing ten bond critical points among the metal atoms and the surrounding carbon atoms. The response of the induced electron current caused by a magnetic field perpendicular to the nanotorus was analyzed to explain the electron delocalization and aromaticity of the complexes. Only in the case of the chromium complex, the electron density is fully delocalized on the whole complex. According to a geometry-based index of aromaticity, interaction with the metal atom only changes the aromatic character of the carbon rings slightly. Also, induced currents were used to elucidate the presence of a ferrotoroidal behavior. The isolated nanotorus and its compound with a single Ni atom have well-defined ferrotoroidal behavior because they present broken symmetries and could help to design a topological insulator. Meanwhile, the nanotorus with a Cr atom at the center lacks ferrotoroidal behavior as a consequence of the absence of magnetic vortices. Graphical abstract Organometallic complex of carbon nanotorus with chromium and induced currents on it by applying an external magnetic field.